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20K High Wear Floor System
Built to withstand today's demanding applications
Engineered for strength and durability, Utility's patented designed heavy duty floor system 
has earned a reputation of unmatched dependability.  Utility's 3000R®  has the highest rated 
standard floor system with a 16,000 lb. dynamic fork truck capacity heavy duty aluminum 
duct floor.  But for those applications that demand more, Utility's engineers designed an 
optional floor system that can stand up to some of today's toughest loading devices.

Some loading devices can cause premature 
wear down and fatigue to the floor, so a 20K 
flooring is required and is often spec'd with 
closer crossmembers for structural support.  

The 20K High Wear Floor System features 
a 20,000 lb fork truck capacity on standard 
12" centerline crossmembers to provide a 
light weight, lower cost 20K floor system. The 
aluminum duct floor planks also has 30% 

more wear thickness than the standard reefer 
duct floor, delivering optimal performance and 
increasing service life of the floor. 

As with all 3000R floor systems, this high wear 
floor system features full length 100% hardwood 
fillers to provide a stronger, longer lasting, 
moisture and rot resistant floor.  



Heavy-Duty Aluminum Duct Floor
Patented floor system with full-length hardwood 
floor fillers, I-beam floor cores and its rear "grid" 
system give support for optimum performance

High Payload Floor System
20,000 lb dynamic fork truck capacity with 12" 
front fork truck tire width.

HEAVY-DUTY FEATURES

Extended Wear Floor
30% more upper wear thickness than the 
standard duct floor extending service life 
of floor.
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30% thicker wear surface

Lighter Weight Solution
The 20K High Wear Floor system 
provides a light weight, lower cost 
option without other structural 
enhancements.  With standard 12" 
centerline crossmembers, this floor 
option is more than 300 lbs lighter than 
a 20,000 lb floor system requiring 10" 
centerline crossmembers.  


